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®
#22653 TIDE

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
POD FREE & GENTLE
6/14 OZ.

For a simple, worry-free laundry 

experience that’s gentle on skin, 

Tide PODS Free & Gentle laundry 

detergent will keep you looking 

and feeling great.

®
#21063 BARON SPICES

WHOLE STAR ANISE
1/8 OZ.

Star Anise has a very strong, distinct 

flavor that is sweet and spicy and 

should be used in small quantities. 

Although the flavor of star anise is 

generally sweet and it is commonly 

used in savory dishes.

®
HUNT’S

KETCHUP
Made with fresh-picked, red-ripe juicy 

tomatoes, this Hunt's tomato ketchup 

evokes a fresh-from-the-vine taste. With a 

special blend of garlic powder, onion 

powder, and vinegar, this 

ketchup creates the perfect 

sweet and tangy flavor.

#17567

PACKET
1000/9 GM.

#6103

UPSIDE DOWN BOTTLE
12/14 OZ.

®
GOURMET TABLE

KETCHUP
A must-have for any foodservice 

operation because of its versatility and 

great taste. A natural source of 

lycopene, it is trans fat free, gluten 

free, and kosher.

#17565

PACKET
1000/9 GM.

#6106

UPSIDE DOWN BOTTLE
16/20 OZ.

®
RED GOLD

FANCY KETCHUP
Made from a rich blend of concentrated 

tomatoes and homogenized to a silky 

smooth and shiny finish. Pleasantly 

acidic tomato flavor with aroma and 

hints of onion and sweet spice.

#6061

115 OZ. CAN
6/#10

#6123

VOL-PAK
1/3 GAL.

®#17566 FRENCH’S

KETCHUP PACKET
W/REAL SUGAR
1500/9 GM.

Free from high fructose corn 

syrup and preservatives. 

Made with all-natural 

ingredients including fresh, 

ripe tomatoes, sugar, onion 

powder, and a variety of herbs 

and spices to deliver a sweet 

and tangy tomato flavor.

®#16339 KEN’S

REDUCED CALORIE
MAYONNAISE
4/1 GAL.

This reduced calorie 

mayonnaise enhances 

your menu items with 

the quality taste your 

customers have come 

to expect from Ken's 

name brand.

Concentrated crushed tomatoes are 

made from mature red vine-ripened 

tomatoes and washed and inspected 

prior to being chopped, strained and 

evaporated. These tomatoes have a 

rich ripe tomato flavor and aroma.

®#6473 PRIMA TERRA

SUPER HEAVY
CONCENTRATED
CRUSHED TOMATOES
6/#10

®
#34862 FIELD ROAST

PLANT BASED
PEPPERONI SLICES I.Q.F.
2/5.5 LB.

Fully cooked and ready to please, this 

traditionally crafted plant-based 

pepperoni delivers the authenticity 

and performance your menu needs 

and the satisfying experience pizza 

lovers expect.

®
#22434 FIVE STAR

HAND SANITIZER
ALCOHOL ANTISEPTIC 80%
TOPICAL SOLUTION
4/1 GAL.

An alcohol-based hand sanitizer is 

the preferred method for cleaning 

your hands when they are not 

visibly dirty.
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